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The Location
Nestled on an island in the middle of the Kok River, 
embraced by an exquisite garden landscape of 
beautiful trees, plants and colorful seasonal flowers. 
The Riverie by Katathani is conveniently located in the 
city centre, providing the perfect gateway to the unique
sights and sounds of the region, including soaring 
mountains, lush forests, serene rivers, ancient temples 
and colorful Hill Tribe cultures.  

THE RIVERIE BY KATATHANI, CHIANG RAI
        Katathani collection is proud to present one of the most iconic landmark of Chiang Rai, 
The Riverie by Katathani. This gem of Thailand's Northern most province has been renovated 
and transformed into a classic-contemporary Five-star Hotel to rival Asia's leading resort properties. 
The Riverie by Katathani applies International Management standard to welcoming guests from 
around the world for pleasure, leisure, meetings and conventions.
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The Accommodations 
All 271 rooms and suites have been thoroughly
renovated in the Lanna contemporary style reflective 
of the rich culture and history of Northern Thailand.

“Classic meets Contemporary”

Classic: 
Each room features distinctive cultural elements: 
Lanna-style lamps (Khom Thammajak, an ages-old 
Buddhist Art form) lighting the way toward the 
realization of aspirations. The elegant Lanna lotus flower 
pot design (Puranakata) adorns each bed’s headboard, 
symbolically beckoning wealth and prosperity to our 
guests, with the pot symbolizing rich abundance and 
the flower blossoms symbolizing prosperous growth.

Contemporary: 
Each room has also been upgraded with new furnishings, 
air conditioning systems and lighting systems. Entirely 
new bathrooms and modern amenities such as USB ports, 
universal plugs, new upgraded bedding and an updated 
keycard system, allowing guests to enjoy the perfect 
blend of a classic and contemporary hotel experience.

The Brand Concept:

Elegance : “Elegance is simply always memorable.”
Bold, sophisticated structural elements are at the heart of The Riverie. Reminiscent of the 
Golden Triangle, the main structure is both striking and unique, pointing elegantly towards 
the flowing Kok River.

Warmth & Charm : “Genial ambiance meets charming hospitality”
Warm colors and delightful details are woven throughout the property to create an elegant 
ambiance that matches Chiang Rai’s thoughtful and charming hospitality.

Classic-Contemporary : “Honor the past; embrace the future.”
The Riverie seamlessly blends the quintessential with the modern; creating the perfect 
marriage between classical culture and contemporary living.

Quality : “Intentional excellence is our quality standard.”
At the core of Katathani Collection is a dedication to the pursuit of quality at every facet.
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Deluxe Room 
Lanna classic contemporary design with warm color 
tones is complimented with glimpses of gold in our 
Deluxe room, which offers all of  the modern 
amenities and ample spaces for a superb stay. 
Some Deluxe rooms offer limited views.

Deluxe Garden 
Relish the resort’s diverse landscape from your room: 
lawns, hills, treetops, gardens, seasonal flowers 
and/or the surrounding valleys offer a range of viewing 
possibilities in the Deluxe Garden room. An utterly 
comfortable haven for relaxation with touches of 
classic Lanna design. 

Deluxe Water Park 
Perfect choice for a family of four! Room offer views 
of the mini water park and comfortable trundle beds 
for the little ones.

Deluxe River 
Featuring the resort’s highlight--a spectacular view 
of the golden Kok River, this room offers a vision that 
captures the essence of Chiang Rai. The Lanna cultural 
décor compliments this room’s luxurious ambience to 
create an inspiring and memorable stay. The Riverie 
offers the highest number of river view rooms in town. 

Family Suite
The Family Suite offers spacious living for a family 
of four. This suite features a parent’s bedroom and 
a children’s corner separated by a sliding door for 
privacy.  The bathroom offers a shower, bathtub and 
children’s amenities for the contentment of 
the little ones.

      Room           Number of room         Size (sq.m)

Total          271

Deluxe Room  24   36
Deluxe Water Park 11   36
Deluxe Garden               111   36
Deluxe River  80   36
Family Suite  18            62 - 75
Riverie Suite  20            70 - 100
Two-Bedroom Suite  6   95
Royal Suite   1          291

Deluxe Garden

Deluxe River

Deluxe Water Park

Family Suite
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The Facilities & Services

Facilities : All facilities have been either upgraded 
or newly added to enhance guest experience. 
       • Swimming Pool      • Kiddy Pool
       • Jacuzzi             • Fitness Center
       • Kids’ Club       • Minimart
       • Jogging Track      • River Walk

Services : Airport Transfer, Laundry Service,
Valet Parking, Shuttle Bus Service, Tour information.

River Splash : Mini water park with
exciting water slides, lazy river and
interactive water play area.

Riverie Suite
Spacious and luxurious for your ultimate comfort and 
wellbeing, the Riverie Suite offers a well-appointed 
bedroom and a private bathroom with a separate 
bathtub and shower. Relax in the living room or on 
the outside balcony and relish the fantastic views. 
A small water closet (WC) is equipped at the entrance 
to the living room for the guests’ convenience.

Two-Bedroom Suite 
Our two bed-room luxury suite offers you a sumptuous 
living space with two separate bedrooms and bathrooms 
as well as being equipped with all our luxurious in room 
amenities. Situated on the highest level, the suite allows
you the ability to enjoy the refreshing clear air and 
experience being one with nature.

Royal Suite
Our grandest suite has hosted Royalty and Statesmen 
and features a magnificent view of the Kok River, 
a majestic bedroom, and an enormous living room 
complete with a dining area. Enjoy the luxury of the 
deluxe bathroom with a private Jacuzzi, and cherish
the atmosphere at the top from the adjacent
oversized balcony.

Room Amenities 
• Complimentary In-room WiFi  • Hair Dryer 
• LCD Television • Safety Deposit Box 
• Slippers and Bath Robes • Refrigerator
• IDD Telephone • Air-Conditioning 
• Tea & Coffee Kettle

Riverie Suite

Two-Bedroom Suite
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The Tastes

Blossom Restaurant
Inspired by the colorful flora of Northern Thailand, 
Blossom Restaurant showcases a bounty of flowers 
both inside the dining room and on the outdoor terrace, 
mere steps from the Kok River. Blossom also prides 
itself on serving the best breakfast in town, 
as well as superb traditional lunches and delicious 
international dinners.

China Garden
A garden for the senses. Enjoy mouth-watering 
Cantonese Dim Sum and authentic a la carte dishes 
served in elegant surroundings with an excellent view 
of the river Kok. Décor highlights include the flowers 
of the four seasons in Chinese art and culture including 
orchids for spring, lotus for summer, chrysanthemum 
for autumn and plum blossom for winter.

The Peak Wine and Grill 
Dine in a romantic atmosphere overlooking the 
twinkling lights of the city from the highest restaurant 
in Chiang Rai while savoring gourmet wine and grill 
with your companions. The rooftop bar is one of 
Chiang Rai’s must-visit spots for an evening drink.   

Jumanji Bar 
Take a break with the family and enjoy refreshing 
beverages and tasty treats throughout the day. 
Located next to the aqua play for easy access.

Lobby Lounge 
Treat yourself to organic homegrown teas, signature 
coffees and tasty homemade bakery delights in the 
lovely setting of the lobby. Live music in the evenings 
makes the Lobby Bar ideal for relaxing with an after 
dinner drink.

Room Service 
Whatever your heart desires: a bowl of light soup, 
a tasty sandwich or a sumptuous steak, we serve 
a delicious selection of food anytime of the day or night.
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The Riverie by Katathani
1129 Kraisorasit Rd, Vieng District, Muang, 
Chiang Rai, 57000 Thailand
Tel:     + 66 (0) 53 607999
E-mail:      booking@theriverie.com
Website:   www.TheRiverie.com 

The Spa
Make time for yourself at Riverie Spa. Choose from 
a delightful range of head-to-toe treatments to enhance 
natural beauty, soothe and beautify hands and feet 
and relax aching muscles.

Meeting Room      Floor Area     Ceiling Height     Banquet / Event      Meeting / Convention

Doi Tung (I-II)
Doi Tung I
Doi Tung II
Doi Tung Foyer
Doi Tong
Doi Wawee
Doi Jomtong (The Peak)
Tham Luang (VIP Lounge)

Doi Come
Doi Chang

Sq.m.
646
312
312
344
354
234
50
45
36

14.6

Sq.ft.
6,953
3,358
3,358
3,703
3,810
2,519
538
484
388
157

Metres
4
4
4
4

2.5
4

2.5
2.2
3.8
2.2

Feet
13
13
13
13
8.2
13
8.2
7.2
12.5
7.2

ฺBanquet
580
250
250
200
150
150
20
-
40
-

Cocktail
400
200
200
200
120
120
20
-
30
-

Buffet
400
150
150
200
120
100
-
-
30
-

U-Shape
160
80
80
-
70
50
20
-
30
10

Classroom

420
210
210
-

120
120
25
-
35
-

Theatre
700
300
300
-

200
200
40
-
50
-

1. Doi Tung   4. Doi Tong  
2. Doi Tung Foyer  5. Doi Wawee
3. Doi Come   6. Doi Jomtong (The Peak)
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Level 10 (10th floor)
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The Conferences & Banquets
From small meetings in individual conference rooms to large-scale functions held on the wide poolside terrace, 
we offer a full range of events and meeting facilities to accommodate any type of business or social functions 
for up to 700 guests. Our expert Events Team will ensure that every event is tailored for a maximum and 
memorable success.


